Hi, my name is and I will be discussing it mostly the nation, I came back with a living and non-living car.

The non-living car would need energy because the battery and lights and stuff. The car needs water because the oil in the car. When you check it, so it needs water. Exchange gas when a car runs out of gas it exchange. It loses it and then it gets it. The car is not made of cells because the cell doesn't have the same features. It doesn't react to the environment. When the car gets hit by the sun, the car gets not too. It doesn't reproduce because it doesn't have more of its talk and it doesn't grow and mature. Because it doesn't reproduce, so since it doesn't pass all the characteristics, it is non-living.
This is a list—not paragraphs.

- Needs Energy—same cars were moving 60 mph up hill.
- Needs water—there is no water given.
- No foster. But where's the energy from?
Did the car do this itself?

The car that Marty, the Martian, brought back to Mars was a non-living thing because it does not perform all 8 characteristics of life in the present.

Time words mean you think it did in the past or will in the future?
Martin Martian was wrong because he didn't test on the car like cars don't need energy but they used gas but cars don't need water because it would rust the only thing it lets out is the CO2 from the gas and also cars are made of cells and do react to environment cars can't reproduce sexually or sexually there cells don't work in that way but the only waste it lets off is gas so CO2 but cars can get old but not grow. He is guilty he shall be exalted.